September 28, 2018

Release Notes
ClearDB Documenter 5.0.1 (build 437)
IMPROVEMENTS
Core
ClearDB Documenter can now connect to Oracle Databases 18c.
Installer/Updater
When the application is being updated or a new version is being installed, and there’s the other instance
running, the user is now prompted to save changes (if any) and close it to continue the update/installation.

BUGS FIXED
Database Documentation
The Security Audit section is no longer superfluously added to a database report after it is actualized.
Moving back to the previous page in a database report now works correctly.
Comparison
Entering a wrong password for one of the protected database reports selected for comparison now triggers
a correct error message.
Comparing two database reports no longer raises an error.
CRUD Matrices
Links that follow to stored objects from the CRUD2 type Matrix page now work correctly in a database
report.
Clicking a link of a stored object name on the “CRUD2 type Matrix” page no longer raises an error “The
page cannot be found!” in a comparison report.
No objects are now missing from the “CRUD2 type Matrix” page.
Code Analyzer
The CURRENT keyword used as a parameter name no longer causes a parser error.
Code Analyzer Options
The filter on the Code Review Options page is no longer hidden when DPI 125% and higher is applied.
Database Security Audit
Generating a standalone Database Security Audit report no longer triggers the Code Analyzer Options
Notification message.
Generation Status and Log
The progress bar now appears correctly when generating a database report with the Security Audit for the
first time.
Generation Options
The option “Synchronize selection of Title / Author / Comments fields” now works correctly.
Templates
A template generated in the 32-bit version of ClearDB Documenter is no longer marked as modified when
loaded to the 64-bit version.
Installer/Updater
Fixed the possibility to select data for deletion when uninstalling the application.
Online Support Desk (OSD)
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The values in the “Country” and “Company” fields are no longer mixed up in the preview mode.
Searching for OSD messages by a text occurrence no longer triggers an access violation error. The error
occurred in the 64-bit version only.
Preferences
Checking for product updates from the file system no longer checks for new OSD messages.
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